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128

COMMISSIONED AND CIVILIAN UNIFORMS
PURPOSE
The purpose of the General Order is to establish guidelines for the proper wear of the uniform
for commissioned and uniformed civilian personnel.
POLICY
Department policy is to ensure that all personnel are properly attired when in uniform.
Departmental personnel will meet acceptable standards of dress as established by the Chief
of Police.
APPLICABILITY
This General Order applies to all commissioned and civilian employees. This General Order
supersedes all previous versions.
REFERENCES
•
•

Current contract between the City of Las Cruces (CLC) and the Las Cruces Police Officers
Association (LCPOA)
City of Las Cruces Personnel Manual

DEFINITIONS
Commissioned and/or Sworn Personnel - Departmental personnel who have taken the Oath
of Office and have full police powers
Non-Commissioned and/or Civilian Personnel - Departmental personnel who have not
taken the Oath of Office and have no police powers
Business Hours - 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday, excluding holidays
observed by the City of Las Cruces
128.01 UNIFORM STANDARDS
Standards for the proper wearing of uniforms will apply to all sworn personnel and uniformed
civilian employees of the department. It shall be the responsibility of all supervisors to ensure
the proper wearing of the departmental uniform. The Chief of Police will determine the style
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of uniforms authorized and a list of authorized styles will be provided to the employees. The
Chief of Police may take in account job duties, public interaction or contract obligations for
future uniform consideration for employees not mention in this policy
Approved uniforms mentioned in this policy will be detailed in attachment A, uniforms on
this attachment are subject to change and will be approved by the Chief of Police or his/her
designee
128.02 WEARING OF THE REGULATION UNIFORM
A. All sworn personnel and uniformed civilian employees, except as noted, shall wear the
regulation uniform.
1. The Chief of Police and Deputy Chiefs may dress appropriately for their assigned
duties.
2. Deputy Chiefs may authorize the wearing of clothing other than the uniform for
personnel under their command.
3. Deputy Chiefs will wear uniforms as directed by the Chief of Police.
4. All sworn personnel will wear uniforms unless excused by their respective Deputy
Chief or Lieutenant Commander.
B. When wearing the uniform, it will be complete. Partial uniforms will not be worn.
C. Uniforms will not be mixed with other clothing (i.e., Range pants, uniform shirt). Or any
un-authorized brands in part or whole.
128.03 SUPERVISORS RESPONSIBILITIES
Supervisors are responsible for the appearance of personnel under their command and will
ensure the following:
A. Uniforms and equipment are neat, clean and serviceable.
B. Uniforms and equipment are properly worn and utilized.
C. Uniforms, insignia, accessories and equipment conform to departmental standards.
D. Supervisors will conduct uniform and equipment inspections on an annual basis.
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1. All sworn officers will have a serviceable Class A uniform that fits and available for
inspection upon request of a supervisor.
E.

Supervisors will take corrective action on any uniform regulation violation coming to
their attention to include sending the employee home to change.

128.04 HEADGEAR
Headgear is optional except while operating department motorcycles, during formal
inspections, parades or when directed by the Chief of Police.
A. Uniform hats will be the eight-point style with a detachable or fixed cover of navy-blue
wool material. The hat bill will be black patent leather.
1. Police officers shall wear a silver-colored strap with silver-colored "P" buttons.
2. Sergeants and above will wear gold-colored strap with gold-colored “P” buttons.
3. The hat bill of command officers with the rank of Commander and above will be
adorned with gold leaf insignia as designated.
4. The only authorized headgear for a class A uniform shall be the eight-point cap and
motor helmet (while operating a police motorcycle).
B. The riot helmet will be black or green and may be worn in place of the uniform hat when
necessary for personal safety. When not worn, the helmet will be carried in the officer’s
police vehicle. Helmets will be worn when directed. A Department of Transportation
approved motorcycle helmet shall be worn when operating a departmental motorcycle.
C. A dark navy blue or black knit cap may be worn during cold weather.
D. A black small or medium crown baseball style cap is authorized.
1. The front of the cap will have “LCPD” embroidered in 1 1/4 inch white ‘Full Block’
style lettering and or a department “LCPD” patch.
2. The back of the cap may have the officer’s PSN embroidered in 1/2 inch white ‘Full
Block’ style lettering.
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3. The cap may be worn while outside. during inclement weather. Inclement weather is
defined as rain, hail, snow, or sleet.
4. During the daytime hours an officer may wear the cap while directing motor vehicle
traffic, while working parades, while working outdoor events or while at an outdoor
crime scene.
5. All caps will be removed when inside buildings and police units.
6. Crown style baseball caps shall not be worn while in a class A uniform.
128.05 CLASS A UNIFORM
The Class A uniform is the department’s dress uniform for sworn personnel and uniformed
civilian personnel. The Class A uniform shall be worn when attending award functions
sponsored by outside law enforcement agencies and / or civic organizations.
A. The Class A uniform for commissioned and uniformed civilian personnel shall consist of
matching brands for both shirt and pants for color consistency.
1. Long sleeve dress shirt
2. Dress pants
3. A leather or synthetic leather duty belt (polished)
4. Tie
5. Required insignia/patches
6. Polished solid black boots and/or shoes
7. Eight (8) point hat
8. Optional attire
a. Eight (8) point hat
b. Dress jacket as designated by Chief of Police
c. Shoulder strap
d. White gloves
e. Hi-gloss oxford shoes
f. External body armor carrier is not authorized for the Class A uniform
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B. Officers on special assignment
1. May wear appropriate civilian attire to these assignments with the approval of the
appropriate Deputy Chief.
a. Appropriate civilian attire for males is a dress suit or sport coat and dress slacks,
a tie and dress shoes or dress boots.
b. Appropriate civilian attire for females is a dress, a dress suit or pant suit, or a dress
skirt or dress pants and blouse, and dress shoes or dress boots.
c. Collared shirt and tactical style pants may be worn, depending on duty assignment.
128.06 CLASS B UNIFORM
The Class B uniform is a less formal version of the Class A uniform for commissioned
personnel and uniformed civilian personnel. It is designated for daily wear during working
hours.
A. Commissioned and uniformed civilian personnel
1. Long sleeve or short sleeve dress shirt
2. Dress pant
3. A black leather or synthetic leather duty belt
4. Required insignia
5. Polished solid black boots and/or shoes
6. External Body Armor carriers are authorized and shall have the appearance of the
uniform dress shirt
128.07 CLASS C UNIFORM
The Class C uniform is an alternative daily wear uniform for commissioned and uniformed
civilian personnel. The Chief of Police or his/her designee will determine what style of shirt
and pant are authorized as the Class C uniform.
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External Body Armor carriers are authorized and shall be the cargo pocket style in a dark
navy-blue color and match the uniform. Over vest shall be maintained and in a serviceable
condition free of rips and tears. Faded vests shall be replaced or properly maintained so that
the color matches the uniform worn.
A. A cloth badge patch shall be clearly affixed to the front.
B. Over vests shall have epaulettes
C. If vest is worn under the shirt, a class C shirt will have front facing pockets with a
scalloped closure and epaulettes.
128.08 BICYCLE UNIFORM
The bicycle uniform is authorized only for those officers that have been trained in police
bicycle riding and who are actively riding their bicycles during their tour of duty. The Chief
of Police or his/her designee will determine what style of shirt, pant and shorts are authorized
as the bicycle uniform.
128.09 K-9 UNIFORM
K-9 uniforms will be specified by the Chief of Police or by his/her designee.
128.10 POLICE HONOR GUARD UNIFORM
The uniforms will be the designated departmental Honor Guard uniform with the
departmental authorized duty gear.
128.11 SWAT UNIFORM
The SWAT uniform will be specified by the Chief of Police or by his/her designee and issued
by the department.
128.12 OFFICER TRAINEE (CADET) UNIFORM
Officer Trainee uniforms will be specified by the Chief of Police or by his/her designee and
issued by the department.
128.13 SCHOOL CROSSING GUARD UNIFORM
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School Crossing Guards will wear a khaki uniform or neon shirt with departmental patches.
Style of the uniform will be determined by the Chief of Police or by his/her designee and will
be issued by the department. School Crossing Guards will wear all issued safety equipment
while in the performance of their duties.
128.14 TRANSPORT OFFICERS
Transport Officers will wear gray uniform shirts with designated patches and black uniform
pants. Style of the uniform will be determined by the Chief of Police or by his/her designee.
128.15 PUBLIC SAFETY AIDES
Public Safety Aides will wear yellow and black uniform shirts with reflective markings.
Uniform shirts will be clearly marked as a public safety aide both in front and back of the
uniform top. Black uniform pants and shorts are authorized. Style of uniform will be
determined by the Chief of Police or by his/her designee.
128.16 CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES
Uniforms will be specified by the Chief of Police or by his/her designee and issued by the
department. Civilian employees whose primary duties call for interaction with the public may
be approved for a uniform.
128.17 ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIGNMENTS
Uniformed personnel who are normally assigned to administrative or office duties may make
the following modifications for the wearing of leather gear by:
A. Eliminating the equipment belt and substituting a black leather basket weave or plain
trouser belt with brass snaps or Velcro closure.
B. Wearing a high-ride or off-duty type holster and ammunition carriers. Basket weave and
plain leather may not be mixed.
128.18 COMMISSIONED PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO PLAIN CLOTHES
All commissioned personnel assigned to the Criminal Investigation Section (CIS) and the
Professional Standards Unit (PSU) are authorized to wear business attire. Casual Friday attire
will be determined by the Chief of Police. All commissioned personnel shall have a
serviceable class A uniform available for inspection.
A. Men’s attire:
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1. Shirts will be conservatively styled, long sleeve or short sleeved and collared.
2. Dress slacks will be conservative in style. Denim/Jean pants and athletic pants are not
authorized.
3. Suit coats will complement the dress slacks and be conservative in style.
4. Dress shoes will be worn and conservative in style.
5. Ties will be conservative in style. The image/reputation of the department should be
a primary factor when choosing a tie. Bola ties are not authorized.
6. Alternate attire when assigned to on-call status & at crime scenes
a. May wear a conservative style shirt, casual slacks, denim/blue jeans or the 511
style pants after normal business hours. Blue jeans must not have any rips or tears
and not have the appearance of being distressed, destroyed, for stylistic purposes.
b. The CIS/PSU supervisor may authorize the employee to wear alternative clothing
when actively processing a crime scene. The attire worn will be based on the
physical characteristic of the crime scene and tasks performed by the employee.
B. Women’s Attire:
1. Tops will be conservatively styled. Blouses, sweaters, mock neck and turtlenecks are
authorized.
2. Dresses and skirts are authorized and shall not be shorter than 2 inches from the knee.
3. Dress slacks will be conservative in style. Denim/Jean pants and athletic pants are not
authorized.
4. Dress capri style pants and dress shorts are not authorized.
5. Suit coats will complement the dress/ slacks or skirt and will be conservative in style.
6. Dress shoes will be conservative in style. The wearing of high heels may impede the
officer’s ability to run or walk and should be considered when choosing footwear.
7. Alternate attire when assigned to on-call status and at crime scenes:
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a. Employees may wear a conservative style shirt, casual slacks, denim/blue jeans
or the 5.11 style pants after normal business hours. Blue jeans must not have any
rips or tears and not have the appearance of being distressed, destroyed, for
stylistic purposes.
b. The CIS/PSU supervisor may authorize the employee to wear alternative
clothing when actively processing a crime scene. The attire worn will be based
on the physical characteristic of the crime scene and tasks performed by the
employee.
128.19 UNIFORM SHIRTS
A. Class A and Class B uniform for commissioned personnel:
1. Shirts will be dark navy blue tropical weave, with blue buttons and pleated pockets
with flaps. All shirts will have epaulets. Departmental issue gold colored buttons are
authorized for officers holding the rank of sergeant and above and are optional.
Officers will wear a blue, black, or white crew or V-neck T-shirt.
2. Officers may wear a blue, or black turtle neck type shirt under the long-sleeve uniform
shirt. The turtle neck shirt will be fine knit (not sweater knit) and will have no visible
lettering or logos.
B. Class A and Class B uniform for uniformed civilian personnel shall consist of matching
brands for both shirt and pants for color consistency.:
1. Shirts will be black tropical weave, with black buttons and pleated pockets with flaps.
All shirts will have epaulets. Officers will wear a black or white crew or V-neck Tshirt.
2. Officers may wear a black turtle neck type shirt under the long-sleeve uniform shirt.
The turtle neck shirt will be fine knit (not sweater knit) and will have no visible
lettering or logos.
128.20 UNIFORM TIES
At their option, uniformed commissioned officers of any rank may wear a standard dark navy
blue uniform tie with a long sleeve shirt only. Uniformed civilian personnel may wear a
standard black uniform tie with a long sleeve shirt only.
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128.21 UNIFORM DRESS PANTS
A. Trousers will be dark navy blue serge of either wool or polyester blend material and will
match the uniform shirt.
B. Officers assigned to motorcycle duty will wear dark navy blue elastic riding breeches with
a one half inch white stripe down the sides.
128.22 WEARING OF THE SUMMER AND WINTER UNIFORMS
Uniformed personnel may opt to wear either uniform year round. Unless, directed otherwise
by the Chief of Police or his/her designee.
128.23 RAIN GEAR
Rain gear will be clear vinyl or yellow rubberized material for all personnel.
A. Raincoat will be knee length.
B. Rain jacket will be hip length.
C. Rain pants will be full length.
D. Cap cover for cloth portion of the hat (8-point only).
128.24 FOOTWEAR
Footwear will be solid black, smooth, shined leather, synthetic leather or patent leather
without ornamentation.
A. Sworn personnel may wear a low quarter shoe, round toe.
B. Patrol boots - shall be round or semi-round toe. Sharp or pointed toed, dingo boots,
western styled boots or riding heels are not authorized. Trouser legs will be worn on the
outside of the boot.
C. Military style boots without steel toe or any other ornamentation are authorized and may
only be bloused with the SWAT uniform.
D. Officers assigned to motorcycle duty will wear English Field or English Riding boots with
round toe and block heel. Trouser legs will be worn inside of the boot.
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E. Black or navy-blue socks will be worn when wearing shoes.
F. Athletic footwear is authorized for employees who wear a Class C or bicycle uniform.
1. The primary color must be black with minimal coloring in the design and or logos.
2. Design must not detract from a tactical and or muted look of the Class C uniform.
3. Athletic shoes are not authorized for the Class A or B uniform.
128.25 GLOVES
Gloves will be black leather, or neoprene lined or unlined. Police officers may be required to
wear white cotton gloves on special occasions, e.g., parades, funerals, etc. Tan colored gloves
meeting the above specifications are authorized for use by police motorcycle operators.
128.26 WEARING OF SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Employees will be issued reflective vests. Members shall wear a reflective vest when
conducting police business on or near the roadway when the duration of the business is
expected to be longer than that of a normal traffic stop. Employees shall also wear the
reflective vest as required by a supervisor for specific functions (e.g. warrant service, mobile
field force). Reflective vests shall be immediately available for use while the employee is onduty or working any Special Duty assignment.
Employees directing traffic will wear a department issued reflective safety vest while
directing traffic, while at any traffic control point, while investigating crash scenes or other
incidents in the roadway, during any checkpoint / roadblock operations, or when otherwise
directed to do so by a supervisor. Identification and Evidence technicians will wear
department issued reflective vests in the roadway or when directed to do so by a supervisor.
128.27 DEPARTMENT BADGE AND PATCH
A. Commissioned and uniformed civilian personnel shall wear their
designated official department badge when in uniform.
1. Black mourning bands shall be worn by sworn and non-sworn
uniformed personnel on the official department badge under the
following conditions:
a. During National Police Week
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b. On Patriot Day (September 11th of every year)
c. Upon the death of an active duty LCPD officer including Codes
Enforcement and Animal Control Officers until funeral services
have been completed.
d. At the direction of the Chief or his / her designee
B. A cloth replica of the department issued badge may be worn on all jackets,
coats, and Class C or bicycle uniform shirts, as outlined within this section.
C. Mourning bands can be worn with any cloth replica badge. So long as it is
affixed to and part of the badge. (one piece)
1. Black tape on a cloth badge is not authorized
D. The authorized department patch will be worn on the left sleeve of all
jackets, coats and shirts.
E. Jackets and coats will be worn with a department patch on the left sleeve.
A specialty patch or a departmental patch will be worn on the right sleeve.
Both patches will be centered 1 inch below the shoulder.
F. Class A, B, C and bicycle uniform shirts will be worn with a department
patch on the left sleeve. A specialty patch or a departmental patch will be
worn on the right sleeve. Both patches will be centered 1 inch below the
shoulder.
G. Specialty patches and badges may be worn at the discretion of the chief of
police i.e. breast cancer awareness, police memorial week.
128.28

NAME TAGS AND TIE BAR / TIE TACK
A. Class A and Class B uniform:
A 2 and 1/4 by 3/8-inch metal name tag will be worn by all uniformed
personnel on the uniform shirt and the external body armor carrier just above
the right front pocket. Last name will be inscribed in 1/8 block letters, filled
with black enamel. Nameplates will be gold colored. The external body armor
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carrier may have the last name in white block letters directly above the right
pocket. Either embroidered or attached with a Velcro nameplate.
B. Class C and bicycle uniform:
The uniform shirt shall have the last name embroidered in 1/2-inch white block
letters directly above the right pocket. The external body armor carrier will
also have the last name in white block letters directly above the right pocket
either embroidered or attached with a Velcro name plate.
C. Class A uniform and Plain Clothed Commissioned Personnel:
Tie bars when worn with the Class A uniform are authorized and will be 2 by
1/4 inch and gold in color with no designs or insignia. Tie bars worn by plain
clothed commissioned personnel will be conservative in nature. Tie tacks are
not authorized for wear with the Class A uniform but may be worn by plain
clothed commissioned personnel and will be conservative in nature.
128.29 OPTIONAL INSIGNIA
Service bar patches and rank patches, Medals of Valor, and award ribbons are authorized to
be worn as follows:
A. Service bars may be worn on the long sleeve dark navy-blue shirt to signify
the number of years of service an officer has completed to the department.
1. White embroidered service bar, two inches long by one-quarter inch
wide on a black background may be worn by officers to signify each four
years of completed service with the Las Cruces Police Department.
2. Service bars will be worn in a diagonal direction (1 1/4 inch diagonal
offset) on the left sleeve of the dark navy blue long sleeve shirt, centered,
beginning one inch above the cuff and proceeding up the sleeve.
3.Officers may not wear service bars for which they are not entitled or
qualified.
B. An approved American Flag lapel pin may be worn above the nameplate
on the Class A and B uniform shirt
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C. An officer currently assigned to the Traffic Unit, SWAT or as a Field
Training Officer may wear the authorized pin above their name tag or if a
ribbon is worn, above the ribbon. If an officer is assigned to more than one
of the above-mentioned units, the officer will choose one pin to wear.
D. Officers assigned to units which have an authorized unit patch may wear
the patch on the right sleeve positioned in the same manner as the
department patch.
E. Award ribbons may be worn centered ½ inch above the name tag and below
the Traffic Unit, SWAT or FTO pin, by ½ inch. Multiple award ribbons
may be displayed on a mounting bar(s) and will be worn on the Class A
uniform only for ceremonial occasions.
F. The Medal of Valor will be worn only for ceremonial occasions with the
Class A uniform.
128.30 CHEVRONS
Sergeant chevrons (3 ½ x 4 inches) will have a black background with three white chevrons
and will be worn on both sleeves of the uniform shirt (pointing up, centered 1/4 inch below
the patch on the left sleeve and in the same position on the right sleeve).
Senior Officer chevron (3 ½ x 4 inches) with diamond; will have a black background with
one white chevron and a diamond centered underneath will be worn on both sleeves of the
uniform shirt; (pointing up, centered 1/4 inch below the patch on the left sleeve and in the
same position on the right sleeve).
A. Only officers who possess an Advanced Certification through NMDPS and 10
years of consecutive service with the department will be authorized this uniform
designation.
128.31 SHIRT INSIGNIA FOR COMMAND OFFICERS
The rank insignias on the uniform shirt will be as follows:
A. Chief of Police:
Four gold-colored stars 1/4-3/8 inch each. The stars will be positioned 1/4 inch
from the collar edge and 1/2 inch from the top of the collar and will lie
horizontal to the top collar edge.
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B. Deputy Chief:
Three gold-colored stars 1/4-3/8 inch. The stars will be positioned 1/4 inch
from the collar edge and 1/2 inch from the top of the collar and will lie
horizontal to the top collar edge.
C. Commander:
Two gold-colored stars 1/4-3/8 inch each. The stars will be positioned 1/4 inch
from the collar edge and 1/2 inch from the top of the collar and will lie
horizontal to the top collar edge.
D. Lieutenant:
A single gold-colored bar 3/4 x 1/4 inches and will lie 1/2 inch parallel to the
collar edge
128.30 LEATHER, SYNTHETIC LEATHER OR NYLON GEAR
Leather, synthetic leather or nylon gear will be black in color and worn by all
commissioned and uniformed civilian personnel. Leather or synthetic leather
gear will be worn by commissioned and civilian uniformed Officers wearing
the Class A, B or Class C uniform. Nylon gear is authorized when wearing the
Class C uniform, bicycle uniform and K-9 uniform. Leather/synthetic leather
and nylon gear will not be worn together.
128.32 RAID JACKET / OVER VESTS
Personnel assigned to specialized units/sections are authorized to wear nylon
raid jackets and or Navy Blue Over Vests while working these assignments:
A. Raid jackets and Over Vests will include department shoulder patches and
badge patch.
1. Police will be clearly marked on the front with a 2 x 4 1/8-inch police
patch on the front right and a badge patch on the front left.
2. Rear or “Back” patch shall be 4 x 11-inch with 3-inch or 4-inch
marking in white letters identifying the wearer as “Police,” “CIS,”
“GANG,” “TNT,” and “Metro” etc.
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B. Raid jackets will not be worn by personnel wearing the departmental
uniform.
128.33 AUTHORIZED BRANDS/STYLES/COLORS
A. Brands
1. 5.11 (A, B, C, or PSA), (twill only)
2. Blauer (C)
3. Brat Wear (C, or Bike Uniform)
4. CONDOR (Duty Jacket B or C)
5. Elbecco (A, B, or C)
6. First tactical (A, B, C, or PSA), (twill only)
7. Flying cross (A, or B)
8. Law pro (A, or B), (galls brand)
9. Propper (C)
10. Tact squad (A, or B)
11. Top brass (A, or B)
12. Tru spec (A, B, C, or PSA)
B. Styles
1. Shirts
a. Collars required (Brat wear Exception)
b. Sewn in Creases (A, B or C), (Over vest Exception)
c. Zipper Closures (A, B, C, or Bike), (Over vest exception)
d. Front pockets w/ scalloped closure (Over vest exception)
e. Epaulettes required
2. Pants
a. Sewn increases (A, or B)
b. 4 or 6 pockets
c. BDU style side pockets not authorized with class A or B (Class C,
PSA, or Bike only)
d. Rear pockets with closure
3. Shorts (C, PSA, or Bike)
a. BDU Style pockets
b. Rear pockets with closure
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C. Colors/Materials
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dark Navy (aka LAPD Blue)
Poly Wool Blend (A, or B only)
Twill materials (A, B, C, or PSA)
Rip Stop materials (C, or PSA)
Cool Max/Performance type blends (C, PSA, or bike only)
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ATTACHMENT A: UNIFORM SAMPLE ORDER LIST
(not all makes and brands listed)

Type

Uniform
Class

Brand

Model/ Description

Color

MFG#
Men

MFG#
Women

CAP, 8-POINT
(Admin)

POLICE – A/B

MIDWAY

NVY

134-OF

134-OF

CAP, 8-POINT
(SGT)

POLICE – A/B

MIDWAY

NVY

134-OF

134-OF

CAP, 8-POINT
(OFC)

POLICE – A/B

MIDWAY

NVY

134-OF

134-OF

CAP

ACO – B/C

RICHARDSON

BLK

PRO514

N/A

CAP

CODES – B/C

RICHARDSON

BLK

PRO514

N/A

CAP

POLICE– B/C

RICHARDSON

BLK

PRO514

N/A

CAP

RICHARDSON

BLK

PRO514

N/A

TIE

TRANSPORT –
B/C
POLICE - A

NVY

90111

90135

TIE

CODES/ACO

Polyester Velcro necktie

BLK

90111

90135

TIE

TRANSPORT-A

Polyester Velcro necktie

BLK

90111

90135

SHIRT

POLICE – A/B

SAMUEL
BROOME
SAMUEL
BROOME OR
EQUIVALENT
SAMUEL
BROOME OR
EQUIVALENT
FLYING CROSS

8-point cap, open mesh
braid, gold “p” buttons,
dark gold lace strap
8-point cap, open mesh
braid, nickel “p” buttons,
nickel floral strap
8-point cap, open mesh
braid, Nickel “p” buttons,
nickel floral strap
Pro514 baseball cap,
Velcro. “aco” over “lcpd”
white block print
Pro514 baseball cap,
Velcro. “codes” over
“lcpd” white block print
Baseball cap, Velcro
“lcpd” white block print
Baseball cap, Velcro
“lcpd” white block print
Polyester Velcro necktie

LAPD NVY

07W84Z

142R84Z

SHIRT

POLICE - B

FLYING CROSS

LAPD NVY

57R84Z

157R84Z

SHIRT

POLICE - C

BLAUER

LAPD NVY

8140

N/A

SHIRT

POLICE - C

BLAUER

Justice long sleeve shirt
w/concealed zipper
Justice short sleeve shirt
w/concealed zipper
Bicomponent long sleeve
knit shirt
Bicomponent short sleeve
knit shirt

LAPD NVY

8130

N/A
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SHIRT

CODES/ACO –
A/B
CODES/ACO B
CODES/ACO C
CODES/ACO C
TRANSPORT –
A/B
TRANSPORT B
Public Safety
Aide
Public Safety
Aide
K-9

FLYING CROSS

Justice long sleeve shirt

BLK

05W84

105W84

FLYING CROSS

Justice short sleeve shirt

BLK

55R84

155R84

BLAUER

BLK

8140

N/A

BLK

8130

N/A

NKL GRY

761MGY

N/A

NKL GRY

771MGY

N/A

BRATWEAR
BRATWEAR

SHIRT,
POLO

POLICE BICYCLE
POLICE BICYCLE
CODES BICYCLE
CODES BICYCLE
CIVILIAN
STAFF

Bicomponent long sleeve
knit shirt
Bicomponent short sleeve
knit shirt
761 100% polyester long
sleeve shirt
771 100% polyester short
sleeve shirt
5.11 Tactical Bike Patrol
Polo / Short Sleeve
Lawpro Long Sleeve Bike
Patrol Polo
5.11 rapid
Assault
Shirt
Cycling jersey long sleeve

PANTS

POLICE – A/B

FYING CROSS

PANTS
PANTS

POLICE - C
Public Safety
Aide

5.11
5.11

SHIRT
SHIRT
SHIRT
SHIRT
SHIRT
SHIRT
SHIRT
SHIRT - RAPID
ASSAULT
SHIRT
SHIRT
SHIRT
SHIRT

BLAUER
LIBERTY
LIBERTY
Galls
Galls

Yellow/Black ST131
Yellow Black

SW1825

DK
NAVY

72194

LAPD NVY

SHT-CJ93L

N/A

Cycling jersey short sleeve

LAPD NVY

SHT-CJ93

N/A

BRATWEAR

Cycling jersey long sleeve

BLK

SHT-CJ93L

N/A

BRATWEAR

Cycling jersey short sleeve

BLK

SHT-CJ93

N/A

City Approved
Three Crosses
Emblem

50/50 blend, all print in ½
inch gold lettering, upper
left will have three
crosses emblem, upper
right will be employees
first initial, last name with
the section they work
underneath (i.e. records)
Justice 4-pocket pants,
freedom flex waistband
Stryke pants w/ flex-tac
Stryke pants w/ flex-tac

ANY

N/A

N/A

LAPD NVY

47280

47280W

DRK NVY
BLK

74369
74369

64386
64386

ANY
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PANTS TACTICAL
PANTSSUMMER
PANTSWINTER
PANTS

5.11 tactical
Pants
Summer weight cycling
pants
Winter weight cycling
pants
Justice 4-pocket pants,
freedom flex waistband
Side-pkt cotton blend
trousers
Stryke pants w/ flex-tac

DK
NAVY
LAPD NVY

74068
P-SCM2LT

N/A

LAPD NVY

P-SCM2

N/A

BLK

47280

47280W

BLK

8810X

N/A

BLK

74369

64386

BLK

P-SCM2LT

N/A

BLK

P-SCM2

N/A

BRATWEAR

Summer weight cycling
pants
Winter weight cycling
pants
Bicycle shorts

BLK

SHO-K

N/A

BRATWEAR

Bicycle shorts

LAPD NVY

SHO-K

N/A

FLYING CROSS

Legend button front
jacket w/gold buttons

LAPD NVY

32169

N/A

POLICE - A

FLYING CROSS

LAPD NVY

32169

N/A

POLICE - B

BLK

4473Z

N/A

POLICE – B/C

TAYLOR’S
LEATHERWEAR
FLYING CROSS

Legend button front
jacket w/silver buttons
Pittsburgh leather jacket

N/A

POLICE – B/C

FLYING CROSS

LAPD NVY /
YEL
LAPD NVY

73160

JACKET, DUTY

59130WP

N/A

JACKET, DUTY

POLICE – B/C

GALLS

LAPD NVY

JK139

N/A

JACKET

CODES/ACO
TRANSPORT ALL
TRANSPORT

FLYING CROSS

Reversible hi-vis duty
jacket
Ultra-Duty 59130WP
Series with liner
Condor Summit Zero
lightweight softshell
jacket
Reversible hi-vis duty
jacket

BLK/
YEL

73160

N/A

Nylon shell, polyester
lining, transport badge on
each shoulder, all print ½
inch white lettering, first

BLK

J-754

N/A

PANTS
PANTS
PANTSSUMMER
PANTSWINTER
SHORTS
SHORTS
JACKET,
DRESS
(SGT/LT)
JACKET,
DRESS (OFC)
JACKET,
LEATHER
JACKET, DUTY

JACKET

K-9

ANY

POLICE BICYCLE
POLICE BICYCLE
CODES/ACO –
A/B
TRANSPORT –
A/B
CODES/ ACO C
CODES BICYCLE
CODES BICYCLE
CODES/ACO
BICYCLE - C
POLICE
BICYCLE /C
POLICE - A

BRATWEAR
BRATWEAR
FLYING CROSS
BLAUER
5.11
BRATWEAR
BRATWEAR

PORT
AUTHORITY
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CARRIER,
BODY ARMOR

POLICE - A/B

1631 POLICE,
POINT BLANK,
ELBECCO,
BLAUR
WEST VALLEY
UNIFORM
WEST VALLEY
UNIFORM
ANY

CARRIER,
BODY ARMOR
CARRIER,
BODY ARMOR
BELT, SAM
BROWNE

POLICE –
BICYCLE/C
CODES/ACO –
BICYCLE/C
A/B

BELT, SAM
BROWNE

POLICE/
CODES/ ACO
BICYCLE - C
A/B

ANY

ACCESSORIES
SAM BROWNE

BICYCLE/C

ANY

SHOULDER
STRAP

POLICE – A/B,
or MOTOR

SHOE, DRESS

initial and last name on
upper right, “las cruces
police transport” on
upper left
External body armor
carrier, cargo pocket

NVY

External body armor
carrier, cargo pocket
External body armor
carrier, cargo pocket
Leather, plain or basketweave, brass, chrome or
buckle-less
Nylon, buckle-less

NVY

CUSTOM

CUSTOM

BLK

CUSTOM

CUSTOM

BLK

N/A

N/A

BLK

N/A

N/A

Holsters, pouches,
keepers, etc. For leather
Sam Browne
Nylon holsters, pouches,
keepers, etc. For nylon
belt

BLK

N/A

N/A

BLK

N/A

N/A

ANY

1¼" belt leather shoulder
strap; includes 2 slide-on
1/2" D-Rings, D-Rings
have 2 snaps for a more
contemporary look

BLK

N/A

N/A

A

ANY

BLK

N/A

N/A

BOOTS

ALL

ANY

BLK

N/A

N/A

SHOES,
ATHLETIC

BICYCLE/C

ANY

Hi-gloss synthetic
leather/clarino oxford
dress shoe
Solid black boots, with
shine able toe cap and
heel
The primary color must
be black with minimal
coloring in the design and
or logos. Design must not
detract from a tactical
and or muted look of the
Class C uniform.

BLK

N/A

N/A

ACCESSORIES
SAM BROWNE

ANY
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GLOVES,
DRESS
NAME PLATE

A

ANY

A/B

ANY

Polyester, cotton, or polyblend
2.5 x 5/8” brass name
plate, first initial & last
name, black block print
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WHT

N/A

N/A

BRASS

N/A

N/A

